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Hi |FNAME|!
This is our first monthly Newsletter.
Hope you will enjoy it... Thank you for being a part of our journey!

Perhaps you will enjoy this love song, a french classic written in 1977 by Pierre
Perret- here sung by a mix of renown voices. 

"Chez la jolie Rosette at the café du canal
On the trunk of the Linden tree which shaded the ball

You could read under two intertwined hearts
Here we can bring our kisses..."

January in the Robson Valley is a time of short cold days and long cold nights.
This winter is different than other years due to COVID and there is not the usual
community gatherings that tend to keep hearts warmly connected throughout
these slower, more indoor-orientated months of rural living. So more than other
years, perhaps it is an opportunity for stillness, reflection and setting intentions
for the year ahead. We hope everyone is doing well and staying connected with
loved neighbours, friends and family near and far. 

On a different note, the slow rhythm of natures quiet hibernation outside also
poses a great opportunity for trying/ learning new things.. like sourdough
baking. January was a month of Yann experimenting with sourdough
croissants. Thank you for supporting this experiment. One way to keep the
weight of winters heaviness away is to enjoy yourself by eating buttery
croissants;) As seen in the image below, Zavion used his rolling pin that came
out of a parcel from his grandma Uta in France to roll out some pastry for tarte
Tatin to share with others. And Kat has started her knitting journey with the help
of neighbours. "Always walk through life as if you have something new to learn
and you will".

We are happy to have received our seeds from Salt Spring seeds, seeds from
le Biau Germe in France, and we have yet to receive a package from BC
EcoSeed Co-op, but it is on its way. All of theses seeds are open polinated. We
visited Dan Jason from Salt Spring Seeds back in the Fall of 2015. Be careful if
you meet him, his passion for Seed Saving is highly conatgious. Yann also had
the chance to meet the incredible collective organisation of le Biau Germe back
in 2012, when he was part of an international Event on "Cultivated Biodiversity"
in the south of France. BC EcoSeed is also an amazing Co-op to check out for
those who want to buy seed that are grown in BC. Jolene Swain, our
North&Central BC land matcher with Young Agrarian, is a member of the Co-
op. Some of you might have met her at our "Land Social" last summer.

A reminder to those gardeners in the valley to start thinking of seed ordering,
seed starting and the earth awakening of SPRING around the corner.
Something to look very forward to about this time of year. 

If you live in the Robson Valley, remember that you can pre-order your weekly
Bread by joining our Monthly Sourdough Bread Club.

"It used to be the more "advanced" the civilization,
the worse the bread. Now that's changed."

- Daniel Wing and Alan Scott, author of The Bread Builders

In this talk, John from Proof Bakery eloquently illustrates why that's changed
and brings back the beauty that hides behind this simple word: Bread!
You will fall in love...

Check out this 51 Minutes Talking About
Sourdough Bread | With Proof Bread down in
Arizona

Today, February 1st, marks half way between winter solstice and spring
equinox. In Gaelic traditions this day is known as Imbolc or Imbolg and is a day
to celebrate the first hints of spring and a time to honor the earths fertility and
harvests for the coming season. If you are interested in more on this topic and
traditional recipes of Imbolc check out 

RECIPES FOR A FEAST OF LIGHT: REVIVING THE MAGICAL FOODS OF IMBOLC
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